Excellent color content
red grape juice
Brazilian refrigerated red grape
juice concentrate, 68 Brix is also
available for exports, after the end of
the harvest season, about a month
ago, and the update of the fruit yield
results in the last edition of this
Newsletter; our product has an
extremely high color content, besides
being produced with non-wine
grapes, American varieties, called
Concord type.
It is the best option for a Premium
product!

FCOJ
Following the latest market trends,
please have in mind Atlântica Foods
as your independent supplier of
Orange Juice Concentrate, being
able to offer today a High Ratio
product (17+), in drums, from the last
spot volumes available from the
2011/2012 harvests.
Please let us know your interest by
replying this publication, and you will
be promptly contacted by our
commercial department in order to
have your needs met, while the new
season comes and, as usual, with low
ratios at the beginning.

São Paulo’s peanuts
harvest ends in May
São Paulo’s peanuts harvest
ends in May and the producers, who
planted to harvest a super crop,
assess the losses caused by the
lack of rain, which resulted in small
grains and of lower quality.
According to the Brazilian Institute
of Geography and Statistics (IBGE),
the harvest is not expected to reach
250,000 tons, being 2.5% lower
than the previous year.

Uncertainties rule over the next
Chinese tomato crop

The scenario for the 2012
tomato Chinese crop that will
start in July is quite uncertain
at the moment.
According to sources of that
country, there is a reduction in
the planted area that can

reach 25%, which would raise
prices by up to 35%.
Thus, we are watching and
monitoring the market in
order to always provide our
customers with the best
trading conditions.

Drought to affect next Brazilian cashew nut crop
Ceará, Brazilian main producer
of cashew nuts, has been suffering
from drought, which certainly will
have consequences on the next
crop, because if this situation
persists, there will be an impact on

the volume or if it starts to rain in
May, a delay will occur given the
fact that the plants require a 90 day
period of drought after the rainfalls,
so that flowering and maturation
take place.

Tangerine juice concentrate – start up delayed due
to climate conditions
Tangerine prices are not open yet,
because the amount of fruit brought
for processing is still very small and
it does not present the quality
required by our industry, due to
climate conditions that delayed the
fruit maturation process.

From our side, we keep monitoring
the situation closely and will inform
our clients accordingly, but keep in
mind that a fast taking position shall
be necessary when the fruit comes,
once the product will be processed
only upon request.

Atlântica Foods participates in another edition of FISPAL TECNOLOGIA fair, between June
12th and 15th. We invite everyone to visit our booth on the aisle E, booth 203 at Anhembi
pavilion, in São Paulo. It will be a pleasure to welcome you!
Register to receive
the Newsletter by
clicking "Contact”
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